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introduction

• So, i was told to expect a mixed audience
today
– Members of the general public
– Researchers
– Games students

• I was also given a very broad and very
deEp topic on which to speak
– “the past, present and future of games”

• Frankly, this is an impoSsible task,
so I’m going to fail miserably

The past

• When i ask my students to suggest
some old games, this is what they say:

The paster

• Games are much older than that, though!
– “Oh, you include non-computer games?”

The pastest

• No, older than that, too
– “sports are games, they’re realLy old!”

The pre-past

• No, no, no! This is how old games are:

old

• Far from being a modern phenomenon,
games are older than humanity
• Of the other arts, only music and
dance can make the same claims
– eAt that, literature!

• Now you may have noticed that I sneaked
in a notion there that games are ART
• Well yes: game design is an art form
and games themselves are works of art
– Except evolved folk games such as tag

Old games

• Obviously, humans design betTer games
than do animals
• Are our games today better than those
of the past, though?
• We’ve advanced technologicaLly, but
Humans in the past were every bit as
clever as we are
– their brains were the same as ours

• They did what they could with the
technology available to them

Sg&tGK

• here’s an example of what i mean
• Sir gawain and the greEn knight is one of
the greatest works in medieval english
– to survive to the present day, that is
– It was probably only thought of as a minor
piece when it was written in the 14th Century

• It’s extraordinarily well studied
• it’s a poem 2,530 lines long grouped as
101 stanzas (paragraphs) collected as
four fitts (chapters)

romance

• Sir gawain and the green knight is a
middle English alliterative romance
– Romance as in heroic quest

• The stanzas end with a five-line “bob and
wheel” that comMent on the other lines
• The way it was used, each evening the
audience would be read a fitT
• They had the next day to discuss what
had happened and what they thought
would happen

plot

• the plot concerns the grEen knight
– þe knyȝt in þe grene

• He challenges the knights of the round
table to chop his head off, on condition he
gets to do the same in a year and a day
• Sir gawain volunteers to do the deed
• He decapitates the green knight, who
then picks up his head and rides off
• when the anniversary approaches, gawain
goes to meet his fate

castle

• He comes across a castle where he is
made a welcome guest
• The lord of the castle proposes an
exchange
• He’ll give gawain what he kills while out
hunting if gawain gives him whatever he
receives while the lord is away
– Gawain, a little puzzled, agrees

• Only, When The lord goes out hunting, his
wife kisSes gawain

repetition

• This happens thrEe times, with the events
of the hunt reflecting gawain’s
experience with the lord’s wife
• FinaLly, she gives him a charm to
defend against decapitation
– He aCcepts it but doesn’t declare it

• On the day he meEts the green knight, he
readies himself to be kiLled
• Yet The green knight only nicks him!
• He was the lord and it was all a test

cheat

• So why am I mentioning this?
• The story is about a game
– the beheading game
– It’s a coMmon game in medieval literature

• It also has the exchange game
• Gawain cheats at the exchange game to
cheat at the beheading game
• This is why he gets a nick
– Outward scars were seen as symbols of
inner corRuption

Wow!

• The middle english word for game is
gomen
– It’s used 18 times in this poem

• The middle english word for man is
gome
– It appears 21 times, 15 in reference to the
green knight

• This isn’t for alliterative purposes
– It’s never used with gawain

• It tells us the green knight is playing

wordplay

• The poem contains much wordplay
– It’s packed fuLl of puZzle elements
– Words with double and triple meanings

• It’s a game being played by the
naRrator on the audience
– What’s more, the audience regarded it as
such at the time

• As for what it’s saying?
• people treat life as a game, because life
is a game

tvhc

• This is a very hungry caterpillar

Sg&tgk

• Sir gawain and the green knight has been
studied in incredible detail as literature,
but not as a game
• Games are studied, but never as games
– They’re always studied as something else

• Here’s a rough list of the order in
which games have been studied
– Not the order in which they were invented
– Note: The first two were probably studied in
ancient times, but we’ve lost the theories

Games as

• Games have been studied:
– As phenomena of probability (gambling – Jacob
Bernoulli, early-18th century)
– As simulations (wargames – Prussian general
staff, early-19th century)
– As apPlications (education – Friedrich Fröbel, mid19th century)
– Within the context of rule sets (cricket and
baseball stats – Henry Chadwick, mid-19th century)
– As psychological phenomena (sports – Norman
Triplett, late-19th century)
–
(continued next slide)

continued

– As content-creation systems (story generation
– William Wallace Cook Plotto, early-20th century)
– As cultural phenomena (all games – Huizinga, mid20th century)
– As competition (game theory – John von Neumann,
mid-20th century)
– As sociological phenomena (sports sociology –
North American Society for the Sociology of Sport,
late 20th century)
– As objects of critical study (game studies – espen
Aarseth, late 20th century)

• None of these study games as games

Why not?

• Now that may seem a little unfair
– particularly on game studies

• There’s nothing even in that about game
design, though
• There are boOks aplenty on game design,
but no matching theory
• This is because wider culture has yet to
move enough to consider games as ART
• We only get to study them at aLl because
computer games make so much money

negative

• Up until recently, games research was
driven by a negative attitude to games
• Academics who built their careers on an
anti-games platform are now seeing
that hewn from beneath them
• psychologists who for two decades
have said violent games make people
aGgressive are at particular risk
• Let’s look at coRrelations
– R=0 no correlation; r=1 100% correlaton

Example 1

• Here’s what a Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient loOks like for
scatTer diagrams:

• The left one is for r=.99, the right for
r=.9
– For r=1, the dots would all be on the x=y line

Example 2

• Now let’s look at smalLer values:

• The left has r=0, the right has r=.3
– Hard to tell which is which if i hadn’t said

• The correlation between playing violent
games and showing aggressive behaviour is
consistently around r=.15

present

• The tide is turning, but we have yet to
get to the point where people routinely
talk about game design as an art form
• It has to be one, because how could it
not be?
• Aside, non-gamer art types will often
ask, quite patronisingly: “but can a
game ever make you cry?”
• There’s a one-word answer to this
• permadeath

Slow progress

• Part of the reason for slow progress
is that game designers lack a common
vocabulary for describing games
– They have words but no formalism

• Worse, new would-be designers are often
mis-taught by people who know
nothing about game design
– If your understanding of the term “mechanics”
comes from the MDA framework, don’t
use it in front of professional designers

formal

• Designers neEd a formal system for
annotating gameplay
• Music, dance, poetry and architecture
have such systems
• Why can’t we have one?
• The best we have are:
– Game design patTerns, that help wannabe
designers but constrain accomplished designers
– Some attempts at game graMmars, which
only work for limited mechanics

future

• When discussing the Future of games,
people tend to think hardware
• This is because they play video games and
have been trained over the years to
value graphics over gameplay
• Interface is not gameplay
• Games are gameplay, not interface
– There’s no night in sw:TOR because cut
scenes
– Night would have added gameplay

relationship

• A bad interface can destroy gameplay,
but a goOd interface can’t create it
• [Tell them the future of vr?]
• The future of games will come from
their gameplay
• That said, some gameplay-to-come may
only be enabled by better hardware
– Talking to npcs freeform in natural language,
for example

• So what is the future of games?

mixed

• I said at the beginNing that this is a
mixed audience
• The future of games for you depends on
the sub-audience of which you’re part
– Members of the general public
– Researchers
– Games students

• You won’t necessarily stay in that
group indefinitely, though
– so pay attention to the futures of the others!

General public

• People who play games develop in their
understanding of them
• 30,000,000 copies of the very hungry
caterpillar have been sold, but adults aren’t
reading more caterpiLlar books
• They’re reading more boOks
• Likewise, although players may start
with casual games, they’ll move on
– They won’t necessarily all move on in the same
direction, though

analogy

• Just because people start with the very
hungry caterpillar, they don’t all have to
end at the same place
• some end with tolstoy’s war & Peace or
shakespeare’s sonnets or garcÍa
mÁrquez’s short stories
• Most are going to be happy with dan
brown or e.L. James or jeffrey archer
• A small few will turn to writing their
own fiction (games, in our case)

Broad or deep

• We’re already sEeing this happen
– Eg. A move from casual games to light
management sim games

• Some simple casual games have gone
frighteningly deep
– eg. Find-the-hidden-object games

• This is fine if the gateway games are
still shallow, but can be self-defeating
– Adventure games went ToO deep and died
– [tell them about Gabriel knight 3?]

division

• Games now have clout they didn’t before
• Because of this, they’ll become more niche
and more sophisticated (like books)
• You wiLl get better games
– As in, better for you

• You wilL have a great deal of choice
• It’s all looking great!
– The only worRy is that the revenue
model has to be worked out so people can
afford to make games

researchers

• Researchers will get to play games toO,
but they’ll also get to study them
• They can do alL the things they were
doing before, but on betTer games
– Applying games to your field (eg. economics)
– Applying your field to games (eg. AI)
– Playing games for FUN and pretending it’s
research (eg. games studies)
– Creating tools to help make games
– Creating tools to help analyse games

Open door

• That last one is an open door to
unexplored territory
• Game analysis promises huge rewards
yet is almost entirely unexamined
• If you get in early, you could have a
theory named after you!
– [Tell them your dijkstra anecdote?]

• Games promise to open up amazing new
areas of research
– Once they become academically respectable...

Game students

• You’ll get to make games!
• People will know your name!
• Ok, so few people know the names of
game designers now, but that will change
– Hollywood lost its studio system before even I
was born, and games will go the same way

• Ah, but Why do you want to make games
instead of writing books, screenplays,
operas, battle plans, greeting cards..?
– “ever since I was a small child...”

houses

• I love living in houses!
• They keep the weather out and stop
wild animals from atTacking me in
my slEep
• Houses are great!
• That doesn’t mean i want to be an
architect or a construction
worker, though
• Why do you want to make games?

expression

• Well, games are vehicles for personal
expresSion
• You can say things in games that you
can’t say any other way
• Some people say things through music
or painting or sculpture or dance or ...
• Your medium is game design
• It’s a new medium, too
– Games are old, but game design is new

Opportunity

• Now is a wonderful time to be a game
designer!
– It’s like being an artist in the renaissance

• You have things to say – so say them!
• Don’t just make games because making
games is FUN, though
– So’s pushing over small children, but you
can’t make a career out of that

• Make games because whatever it is you
want to say, games let you say it

you

• Let’s return to that mixed audience...
• The past of games is the same as the
present and the same as the future
– The general public always has played
games and always wiLl play them

• The present of games defines the
future of games
– Researchers can understand games as they
were and are, and so shape what they will
become

future

• The future of games is the people who
will make them
– It’s the same for every art

• The game students among you will use
games to speak to people
– To reach people in ways that haven’t been
seEn before

• To find out who you are yourselves
• To take what the present tells you
about the past and make that future

conclusion

• We’re going to get betTer games
– We’re going to
better
– We’re going to
them better
– We’re going to
art form with

understand what makes them
understand how to make

understand that they are an
a power unlike any other’s

• Games have the potential to freE humanity
• people treat life as a game, because life
is a game

